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ABSTRACT: Branched DNA structures play critical roles in
DNA replication, repair, and recombination in addition to
being key building blocks for DNA nanotechnology. Here we
combine single-molecule multiparameter ﬂuorescence detection and molecular dynamics simulations to give a general
approach to global structure determination of branched DNA
in solution. We reveal an open, planar structure of a forked
DNA molecule with three duplex arms and demonstrate an
ion-induced conformational change. This structure will serve
as a benchmark for DNA-protein interaction studies.

B

ranched DNA molecules are central intermediates in genome duplication, where a parental duplex is copied to form
two daughter duplexes. They are also central to enzymatic processing of damaged replication forks, repair of DNA damage, and
recombination between homologous duplexes.1 The structures of
branched DNA intermediates are therefore likely to impact directly
on recognition by a multitude of DNA-processing enzymes. Branched
DNA is also widely used as a building block in DNA nanostructures2 and nanomechanical devices3 as well as in DNA
computation.4 Although X-ray crystal structures are available
for a small number of such molecules, notably the Holliday
junction,5 the detailed structures of branched nucleic acids are
largely unknown.6 We show here that multiparameter ﬂuorescence detection (MFD) of single molecules in combination with
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can reveal the accurate
three-dimensional global structure of a three-armed forked DNA
molecule in solution.
In view of the potential for static or dynamic heterogeneity in
solution,7 it is desirable to elucidate the structure of individual
branched DNA molecules without ensemble averaging. Atomic
force microscopy (AFM) is very eﬀective at probing single molecules in solution and has been successfully used to study DNA
nanostructures.4 However, distortion of the structure due to
interaction with the surface cannot be ruled out, particularly for
ﬂexible molecules.8 Single-molecule ﬂuorescence resonance energy transfer (SM-FRET), which probes inter- or intramolecular
energy transfer between chromophoric labels on the 1-10 nm
length scale,9 can also be used to study the structure and
dynamics of DNA structures that are either immobilized or free
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in solution.10 In spite of this, the use of FRET as a quantitative
structural tool is hampered by uncertainties in the positions and
orientations of the ﬂuorescent dyes as well as by calibration
factors such as detection eﬃciencies and spectral cross-talk.11
The MFD approach measures the color, lifetime, polarization,
and intensity of ﬂuorescence simultaneously12 and, together with
detailed MD simulations of local dye positions, has allowed
accurate distance determinations within unbranched doublestranded DNA (dsDNA).13
We used MFD of SM-FRET to study a branched DNA
molecule, which we term a four-stranded fork (4SF), designed
to mimic the possible structure of a blocked replication fork.1
The DNA sequence of the 4SF and the positions of the
ﬂuorescent dyes are shown in Figure 1a. A geometric model of
the 4SF is shown in Figure 1b. We considered the branched DNA
as three independent helical arms connected by a freely rotating
joint, the branch point (see Figure 1b). Orientation of the axis
frame of one helical arm with respect to a reference frame of
another helical arm requires two polar angles and an angle of
rotation around the helical axis; since there are two independent
helical axis frames, we required six independent parameters to
deﬁne the global structure.
We studied fully complementary, immobile branched DNA
structures by annealing of single strands that were designed to
minimize undesirable base pairing (e.g., hairpin formation) and
sequence-speciﬁc bending (e.g., A-tracts). For FRET measurements, we investigated branched molecules having a single donor
dye, Alexa488, in one of three positions (D1, D2, or D3) and an
acceptor dye, Cy5, in one of three positions (A1, A2, or A3). The
six dye positions allowed us to measure eight unique distances.
We also studied the corresponding donor-only structures to
check for local quenching eﬀects.
Previous studies of Holliday junctions have revealed a number
of characteristic features of nucleic acid junctions, including their
ability to undergo pairwise coaxial stacking and ion-induced folding.6
Holliday junctions can undergo both speciﬁc and nonspeciﬁc
interactions with monovalent and multivalent cations, depending
on the local ion concentration.6 Therefore, we studied the 4SF in
two buﬀers, one containing no Mg2þ ions and one with 1 mM
MgCl2 present.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the four-stranded fork (4SF) showing the
DNA sequence and the positions of the donor (D) and acceptor (A) dyes
for single-molecule FRET measurements. A simpliﬁed representation is
depicted on the right. (b) Geometric model of a 4SF wherein the global
structure is deﬁned by the polar angles θ and φ and the angle of rotation
around the helical axis, ω.

Figure 2 shows typical MFD data for a donor-only control and
a donor-acceptor sample. The MFD method uses a confocal
microscope with pulsed laser excitation and simultaneous photoncounting detection of ﬂuorescence in four channels (two colors
for both parallel and perpendicular polarization).12 See the
Supporting Information for full details of the experimental setup.
The two-dimensional (2D) frequency plots are of FRET eﬃciency (E) or donor anisotropy (rD) versus donor lifetime
(τD(A)). MFD allows FRET-related species to be unambiguously
assigned, since these fall on the theoretical curves highlighted in
Figure 2. Photobleaching, dye quenching, and the presence of
impurities are easily discerned and do not aﬀect the distance
measurement. For every donor-only sample, we observed one
main population (Figure 2a). As expected, the Alexa488 had a
lifetime of 4.1 ns at all labeling positions. We also observed a
minor population with a lifetime of ∼2 ns, which was observed
previously in MFD of Alexa488 and is attributed to a quenched
form of the dye.14 The anisotropy of the donor was low, as
observed previously, ruling out dye orientation eﬀects.13 For donoracceptor samples, two populations were observed (Figure 2b); one
was identical to that of the donor-only sample (due to unlabeled or
photobleached acceptor strand), while the other had a shorter
donor lifetime than the donor-only species as well as a reduced
donor/acceptor intensity ratio and increased anisotropy. The MFD
data demonstrate unambiguously that this second population was
due to doubly labeled branched DNA molecules undergoing
FRET. The widths of the FRET peaks were similar to those of
shot-noise-limited FRET populations measured previously
for dsDNA, suggesting either the absence of a static distance
distribution or fast dynamics.14,15
To convert these accurate FRET measurements into absolute
dye-dye distances, we used a nonlinear conversion function that
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Figure 2. Single-molecule multiparameter ﬂuorescence detection (MFD)
of branched DNA. Typical data are shown for a four-stranded fork labeled
with (a) a donor dye (at position D2 in Figure 1a) and (b) donor and
acceptor dyes (at positions D2 and A1, respectively, in Figure 1a). The 2D
plots are of FRET eﬃciency (E) or donor anisotropy (rD) versus donor
lifetime (τD(A)). The grayscale indicates an increasing number of singlemolecule bursts (from white to black). Also shown are the corresponding
1D histograms. FRET eﬃciencies were measured from the raw green and
red signals and corrected for background (1.54 kHz in green; 2.24 kHz in
red), spectral crosstalk (3.5%), detection eﬃciencies (green/red = 0.3),
and the ﬂuorescence quantum yields (0.80 for the donor and 0.32 for the
acceptor). The overlaid red line is the theoretical FRET relationship E = 1
þ τD/τD(A) computed using τD = 4.1 ns. The overlaid blue line is the
Perrin equation, rD = r0(1 þ τD(A)/FD), in which the mean rotational
correlation time (FD) was 0.35 ns and the fundamental anisotropy (r0) was
0.375. The sample buﬀer contained 1 mM MgCl2.

Table 1. FRET Distances Calculated from the MFD Dataa
DA distance in

DA distance in

FRET pair

0 mM Mg2þ (Å)

1 mM Mg2þ (Å)b

D1A1

63

66

D1A2

61

62

D1A3

74

69

D2A1

66

69

D2A3

79

80

D3A1

66

65

D3A2
D3A3

64
68

64
68

a

The distances were calculated from the donor lifetimes in the presence
of the acceptor by ﬁtting the lifetime histogram of the FRET subpopulation in the MFD plots (e.g., Figure 2b) to a single Gaussian, as described
in the Supporting Information. The experiments used a buﬀer containing 20 mM Tris, 15 mM NaCl, and 1 mM ascorbic acid at pH 7.5. The
standard deviation was 2 Å for all of the distances except D1A3 at low
[Mg2þ], where it was 3 Å. b In these experiments, the buﬀer also
contained 1 mM MgCl2.

takes into account the positional and orientational averaging of
the dyes (see the Supporting Information).13 The calculated
distances are given in Table 1.
These dye-dye distances were used as restraints in MD
simulations. As the deviations due to sequence-dependent
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Figure 3. Global structure of the 4SF derived from SM-FRET distance constraints and MD simulations. The ﬁve lowest-energy structures are shown for the
4SF in a buﬀer containing either 0 mM MgCl2 (blue) or 1 mM MgCl2 (orange). The average positions of the helical axes of the duplex arms are represented by
lines. The angles deﬁning the global structure in 0 mM Mg2þ are ω1=(-47.0 ( 0.5)°, ω2=(6.4 ( 0.3)°, φ1=(-18.1 ( 0.4)°, φ2 =(25.6 ( 0.3)°, θ1 =(38.8 (
0.2)°, and θ2 = (88.9 ( 0.2)°; in 1 mM Mg2þ they are ω1 =(-10.9 ( 0.6)°, ω2 =(21.3 ( 2.3)°, φ1 =(-16.4 ( 0.9)°, φ2 =(26.4 ( 2.6)°, θ1 =(77.6 ( 0.3)°,
and θ2 = (66.9 ( 0.6)°. See Figure 1b for the deﬁnitions of these angles; the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to arms D1/D3 and A1/A3, respectively.

bending are small,13 the helical arms of the structures were
modeled and restrained as B-DNA. Three diﬀerent sets of restraints were tested: all base pairs restrained (0-free), one base
pair per arm left unrestrained (1-free), and two base pairs per arm
unrestrained (2-free). The restraints of the bases included not
only base pairing but also base stacking. The distance root-meansquare deviation (DRMSD) between the FRET distances and the
dye positions in the model measures how well the model ﬁts the
measured FRET distances (Figure S2 in the Supporting Information).
As described in the Supporting Information, the 1-free case
yielded the lowest DRMSD values while having a small variance
(Figures S3-S5). The structures with the ﬁve lowest DRMSD
values were superimposed and are shown in Figure 3 for
solutions containing either 0 mM Mg2þ (blue) or 1 mM Mg2þ
(orange). The structures for a particular sample are very similar
to each other, illustrating that we have a well-deﬁned global
structure in each case. All of the structures are consistent with full
base pairing. The 4SF adopts an open, planar conformation, and
there is no evidence of coaxial stacking between any of the helical
arms, in contrast to the Holliday junction.6
There is a clear diﬀerence between the structures in the presence
and absence of Mg2þ ions. The combination of small but reproducible distance changes results in a signiﬁcant change in the ﬁtted
global structure, with symmetrical twisting around the axis deﬁned
by the parent duplex (the A2/D2 arm). There is also an asymmetrical folding whereby the D1/D3 arm is bent toward the parent
duplex by ∼40° while the A1/A3 arm is bent by ∼20° in the
opposite direction.
In summary, we have applied quantitative SM-FRET and MD
simulations to determine the global structure of a branched DNA
molecule. We have studied the molecule in solution, free from interference from sample heterogeneity and surface eﬀects, and have
found that it adopts an open, planar conformation without coaxial
stacking of arms. There is evidence for ion-induced folding via interactions with Mg2þ ions. The largely symmetrical structure of the
4SF found here in the presence of Mg2þ ions may dictate the eﬃciency of recognition of such structures during processing of damaged
replication forks and recombination intermediates. We will explore
further the dependence of sequence and local ionic environment on
the conformations of these molecules. These structures will serve as
the benchmark for our ongoing studies of forked DNA and their
interactions with repair enzymes and accessory proteins.
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